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Abstract

guarantees over networks by providing di erent drop
preferences [1, 2, 3]. In this framework, the routers
at the edge of the network monitor and mark packets
of ows (individual or aggregated). The packets of a
ow that obey the service pro le are marked IN (in
pro le) and the packets that are beyond the service
pro le are marked OUT (out-of-pro le). The network
gives preference to IN packets while dropping OUT
packets disproportionately at the time of congestion.
The router doesn't distinguish between packets of individual ows and can use FIFO style scheduling mechanisms. This preferential drop mechanism is expected
to provide better throughput for IN packets than OUT
packets. With appropriate network provisioning, it is
expected that this could result in bandwidth guarantees. Di -serv framework allows aggregated sources as
well as individual sources. This paper looks at the QoS
and bandwidth management issues at an aggregated
source.
When several individual sources are aggregated,
output trac of the aggregation is not like trac of
one big single source in the following respects: (a)
Each source within the aggregation responds to congestion individually. (b) The aggregation has mutiple
destinations, and each source within the aggregation
experiences di erent delays and congestion. Therefore, when we deal with aggregated sources in di -serv
networks, we need to consider not only the throughput
achieved by aggregated sources but also the throughput achieved by individual ows.
We will assume that a customer with an aggregated
source employs his/her own marker to manage individual ows within the aggregation. The network
provider may monitor and remark packets to ensure
compliance of the contract. In this paper, we study
how a customer can mark packets within an aggregation to achieve speci c performance goals while staying within the contract-pro le. We will also discuss

Di -serv framework is receiving wide attention as an
architecture for implementing service guarantees in
the Internet. Current framework allows customers
to mark their packets and the network provider to
check them for conformance to service contracts. This
paper looks at the impact of marking strategies employed by aggregated sources (customers) on the provided service in a di -serv network. The paper shows
that aggregation reduces the impact of di erences in
round-trip-times on throughput guarantees. The paper also shows that proportional marking of packets
can lead to large di erences in delivered throughputs
to individual ows within the aggregation. The paper
proposes two new marking algorithms that improve
the fairness among the individual ows within an aggregation. The paper also shows that a customer can
achieve higher throughput by marking a disproportionate number of packets IN along the paths that are
experiencing congestion while remaining within the
service contract. The impact of such a strategy on
the network provider and the individual ows is studied.
Keywords : Di erentiated service, Aggregation,
Quality of service.

1 Introduction

Current Internet provides best-e ort service to endusers. Recently, many multimedia applications have
been developed. Multimedia applications are sensitive
to available bandwidth and delay experienced in the
network. To satisfy these requirements, di erentiated
service (di -serv) framwork for the Internet has been
proposed.
Di -serv framework is a proposal to provide service
 This work was supported in part by a Texas ATP grant and
by an NSF Career Award
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the impact of such strategies on the network provider.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents simple simulations with aggregation
to motivate the rest of the paper. In Section 3, we
propose new marking algorithms to meet performance
goals of individual ows. Section 4 presents simulations with the proposed algorithms. In Section 5,
we discuss the simulation results and present related
work. Section 6 concludes the paper and points to
future work.
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2 E ect of aggregated sources
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In this section, we discuss e ect of aggregated sources
on other ows in di -serv networks. To study the effect of aggregation, we conducted simple simulations
using ns-2 [6].
Figure 1 shows the simulated network topology.
There are ve aggregated sources and ve single
sources, and each aggregated source consists of three
individual sources. We used a TCP/Reno agent for
each individual source. The marker used time sliding
marking algorithm proposed in [3]. The router uses
RED parameters 20/40/0.5 for the OUT packets and
50/100/0.02 for the IN packets. The bottleneck bandwidth is set to 9 Mbps. Four aggregated sources and
four single sources reserve 2 Mbps, 1 Mbps, 0.5 Mbps,
and 0.1 Mbps. One aggregated source and one single
source are best-e ort. Since a total of 7.2 Mbps is
reserved, the subscription level is 80%. We ran two
simulation experiments using this con guration. In
the rst experiment, we used the same RTT, 60 ms
for all the 20 ows. In the second experiment, we
used RTTs of 40 ms, 60 ms, and 80 ms for the three
sources of an aggregated pool, and an RTT of 60 ms
for single sources. Flows within an aggregated source
may have di erent RTTs as they may be talking to different hosts after passing through the same bottleneck
link.
Figure 2 shows the results of the simulations. From
Figure 2(a), we can observe that aggregated sources
obtain more bandwidth than single source with the
same reserved bandwidth. The three ows within
an aggregated source claim three times as much of
the shared excess bandwidth than a single source and
hence the di erence between the throughputs of aggregated sources and the individual sources. Throughput
of aggregated sources with the same RTTs is not much
di erent from the throughput of aggregated sources
with di erent RTTs. This observation may indicate
that aggregation may blunt the e ect of RTT di erences. We will show more results to this e ect later in
the paper.
Figure 2(b) shows the rates achieved by individual
ows within an aggregation at di erent reservations.
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Figure 1: Simple topology for simulation with aggregated sources
As RTT is increased, throughput is decreased. This
shows that di erent RTTs impact the throughputs of
individual ows even though the impact on aggregation is reduced.

3 New marking strategy for aggregated sources
In Section 2, we have shown that the impact of dif-

ferent RTTs on achieving reserved aggregated bandwidth are reduced by aggregated sources. The total
throughput of aggregated sources are maintained even
if RTTs of individual sources are di erent. However,
there is still unfairness in assigning the reserved bandwidth to individual users. Is it possible to fairly share
the aggregated bandwidth independent of the RTTs
of individual ows or the behavior of individual ows
in the aggregation?
We consider maintaing state for each ow within an
aggregation at the boundary router. Average sending
rate of a ow is maintained as state information for
each ow at the marker of the aggregated source. This
information is used in balancing resources across the
di erent ows within the aggregation.
If we apply the marking strategy proposed by [3] for
aggregated sources, average sending rate of n aggregated sources at time t, ragg (t), is
() =

ragg t

n
X
i=1

()

ri t

(1)

When a packet arrives and ragg (t) exceeds reserved
rate, rresv , at that instance, the packet is marked as
OUT with probability, POUT ,
POUT (t) = (ragg (t)
rresv )=ragg (t)
(2)
2

Therefore, the number of OUT packets of each source,
, in interval,  , is

Ni

Ni

=

Z  max(ragg (t)

()

rresv ;

ragg t

0

0)  r (t) dt (3)
i

Then, the number of OUT packets of aggregated
sources, Nagg is
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max(ragg (t)

rresv ;

0) dt (5)

From (3), a packet is determined to be marked OUT
or IN not by the sending rate of its source but by
the aggregated sending rate. Even if the sending rate
of a source is less than the individual target rate,
reach = rresv =n (since RTT is longer than others or
it experienced congestion), the packets from that ow
are marked OUT with the same probability as others.
We term this marking strategy Proportional marking
in this paper. We will use fair sharing of aggregated
bandwidth as a target of this study. It is easy to generalize this to allow di erent bandwidth allocations if
necessary.
To remove this unfairness within aggregated
sources, we propose a new marking algorithm. In
designing the new marking algorithm, there are two
conditions we need to consider: (1) The total number
of OUT packets should be the same as in the original
algorithm. (2) The packets from a ow with sending
rate less than reach should be marked OUT with a
relatively smaller probability (to improve fairness). A
third condition requires that any new marking policy
do not introduce IN-marked packets that may later
be marked OUT by network provider due to voilation
of service contract. We assume that a sliding window
marking algorithm [3] is used by the network for testing compliance.
Figure 3 shows the proposed algorithm. For each
packet arrival, the algorithm calculates average rates
of individual sources as well as the average rate of
aggregation. If the average rate of aggregation is less
than the reserved rate, it marks the packet as IN. Otherwise, it compares the average rate of the individual
ow with the individual target rate. We study the
following two choices for the individual target (IT ),
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(b) Impact of di erent RTTs within aggregation

Figure 2: E ect of aggregated sources

8 r =No: of active ows
>< resv
for equal sharing of IN packets,
IT =
>: ragg (t)=No: of active ows
for achieving equal throughput.

3

(6)

By setting the individual target as the rst choice,
every individual ow is expected to get a fair-share
of the aggregated reserved bandwidth, and the total throughput (achieved by IN and OUT packets) of
an individual source may vary due to variations in
available excess bandwidth along the di erent paths
of the ows. The second choice is for achieving equal
throughput by assigning more IN packets to the ows
going through congested links. If the average rate of
an individual source is less than the individual target,
the packets of that ow are marked IN at a higher
rate.
From Figure 3, it is clear that the proposed algorithm satis es the second condition of marking a
higher fraction of packets IN when the source rate is
less than reach . From the algorithm, POUT is given by
8 (r (t) r )=r (t)
>
resv
exceed
< agg
if
ri (t) > reach
POUT (t) =
(7)
>
:0
otherwise
Here, rexceed is the sum of ri that is greater than reach .
The number of OUT packets of each source, Ni is
Ni

Z

=

0

( )  ri (t) dt

Algorithm:
for each packet arrival
calculate the new avg_agg_rate and avg_rate_i
if avg_agg_rate <= target
mark this packet IN
else
if avg_rate_i > individual_target
calculate sum_exceeds
With probability Pout=(avg_agg_rate-target)
/sum_exceeds
mark this packet OUT
else
mark this packet IN
else
mark this packet IN
end
Fixed parameter:
target: reserved rate for aggregated sources
Saved variables:
avg_agg_rate: average rate of aggregated sources
avg_rate_i: average rate of ith individual source
individual_target: target/the number of active flows
sum_exceeds: the sum of avg_rate_i which is greater
than individual_target
Other:
Pout: current packet OUT-marking probability

Figure 3: New marking algorithm for aggregated
sources

(8)

P out t

source consists of ten individual sources. Bandwidth
of every link except the link between the two routers
is 10 Mbps, and bandwidth of the link between two
routers is limited to 6 Mbps. Each aggregated source
reserves 1 Mbps. We assign RT Tji, RTT of ith individual source in j th aggregated source as;

Since POUT is zero for sources with ri less than reach ,
the number of OUT packets of aggregated sources,
Nagg is
Nagg

=
=

X

Z

(9)

Ni

exceed


0

max(ragg (t)

rresv ;

RT Tji

0) dt (10)

= 130 + 4  (i 1)  (j 5:5) (ms) (11)

This results in ve aggregated sources with varying
di erences in RTTs. For example, aggregated source 1
has a (min RTT, max RTT) = (130 ms, 130 ms) compared to that of aggregated source 5 with (58 ms, 202
ms).
The router uses RED parameters 20/40/0.5 for
OUT and 40/100/0.02 for IN packets. With this simulation setup, we conducted two simulation experiments. In the rst experiment, we use the proportional marking algorithm, and in the second experiment, we use the new marking algorithm.
Figure 5 shows the achieved rates of individual
sources. The horizontal line in the gure shows the
individual target rate. In Figure 5(a), it is clear that
there exists unfair bandwidth sharing within aggregated sources. This unfairness increases as the di erences in RTTs are increased. For example, a source
achieves 4.8 times the bandwidth of another source
in the fth aggregation. With the new marking algorithm, most sources reach their target rates as shown

From (5) and (10), it is seen that the proposed algorithm satis es the rst condition.

4In thisSimulation
results
section, we present simulation results and show

how the new algorithm achieves fair sharing of bandwidth within an aggregation. We will show that this
bandwidth management results in improved throughput realization. We modi ed ns-2 [6] to implement the
new marking algorithm. In all simulations, we used a
TCP-Reno agent in ns-2 as a source and FTP application as a trac generator.

4.1 Dealing with di erent RTTs

This section describes the impact of di erent RTTs
within aggregated sources and how the new algorithm
deals with this impact. Figure 4 shows a simple network topology used in this simulation. There are
ve markers and aggregated sources, each aggregated
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Figure 5: Dealing with di erent RTTs within aggregated sources
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To compare the results quantitatively, we present
Table 1. The average throughput of each aggregation is not much di erent from each other in both
schemes even though RTTs of individual sources are
di erent. This again shows that the impact of di erent
RTTs can be reduced by aggregation. The row STD
shows the standard deviation among the individual
rates within an aggregation. It is observed that STD
increases signi cantly with increased RTT di erences
within an aggregation. The new marking algorithm
achieves signi cantly smaller variation compared to
proportional marking. The row Max/Min compares
the maximum and minimum rates realized within an
aggregation. Again, it is observed that fairness is considerably improved with the new marking algorithm.
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Figure 4: Aggregated network topology with di erent
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Table 1: Quantitative comparisons
Algorithm
Aggregation
RTT Max/Min
Average(Kbps)
STD (Kbps)
Max/Min

Proportional marking
1
2
3
4
5
1
1.32 1.77 2.42 3.48
112.7 110.0 112.2 113.8 114.5
14.3 19.3 21.2 44.4 62.1
1.41 1.72 2.06 3.83 4.80

4.2 Aggressive bandwidth management in congested networks

New marking
1
2
3
4
5
1
1.32 1.77 2.42 3.48
116.9 111.4 115.5 113.3 117.0
7.7
8.8 12.3 14.8 25.3
1.22 1.28 1.39 1.43 1.82

Source
Sink
1

Aggregation

1

2

Results from the earlier section showed that a customer can mark packets e ectively to improve fairness while staying within the contract-pro le. Can we
extend this idea further to allocate di erent amounts
of IN-pro le bandwidth based on the congestion currently being experienced by the ows? This, in effect, is the same problem as before, but in a di erent
context: Can we e ectively manage IN-pro le bandwidth to improve performance of speci c ows (with
longer RTTs or those experiencing congestion) within
an aggregation? However, as we will point out later,
reallocating IN-pro le bandwidth based on congestion may have important consequences on the network
providers.
Figure 6 shows the network topology used for simulations. There are two aggregated sources, and each
aggregated source consists of ten individual sources.
Each aggregated source reserves 1 Mbps. The network consists of a 1 Mbps link between the router and
node 'A' and 2 Mbps link between the router and node
'B'. Individual sources 18 of each aggregated source
are connected to node 'A' and individual sources 9 and
10 are connected to node 'B'. In this topology, therefore, the link between the router and node 'A' is 160%
subscribed, and the link between the router and node
'B' is 20% subscribed if we assume that each individual source expects to get 0.1 Mbps (=rresv /number
of individual sources). The network as a total has
enough capacity (3 Mbps) to support the two aggregated sources (total reservation of 2 Mbps). Due to the
dynamic nature of ows, one of the links may be oversubscribed as in this example. Each individual source
has same RTT as 40 msec. With this simulation topology, we conducted two simulation experiments. In the
rst simulation, we applied proportional marking to
the marker for aggregation 1 and the new algorithm 1
(for IN packet equal sharing) for aggregation 2. In
the second simulation, we applied proportional marking for aggregation 1 and the new algorithm 2 (for
achieving equal throughput) for aggregation 2.
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Figure 6: Aggregated network topology with di erent
congestion levels
Figure 7 shows the results of Simulation 1. Each
bar shows the achieved throughput of individual
source, and the dark portion in each bar indicates the
throughput achieved by IN packets. In Figure 7(a), it
is observed that each packet is marked OUT with the
same probability even if its source cannot reach its reserved rate, and IN packets are unfairly distributed to
ows achieving higher rates. In Figure 7(b), however,
each individual source achieves a fair-share of the reserved rate and shares IN packet throughput equally
even with di erent levels of congestion. Clearly, fair
sharing of IN-pro le bandwidth improved the performance of the ows through the congested link.
Both the aggregated sources stay within the contractpro le, but the second source achieved a higher bandwidth through the congested link than the rst source.
This is a result of managing IN-pro le bandwidth effectively by distributing it fairly among the individual sources. When source 1 and source 2 compete for
bandwidth on the congested link, source 2 achieves
higher share due to marking higher number of packets
IN.
Figure 8 shows the results of Simulation 2. The algorithm 2 is more aggressive by the fact that it sends
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Figure 7: Throughput comparisons with proportional
marking and the algorithm 1

Figure 8: Throughput comparison of proportional
marking and the algorithm 2

more IN packets on congested links than on uncongested links so as to get more bandwidth in congested
links. Again, aggregated source 1 used proportional
marking and aggregated source 2 used the algorithm 2.
In Figure 8(a), the ows through congested link loose
more bandwidth than the ows in Figure 7(a). The
ows using the algorithm 2 in Figure 8(b) get more
bandwidth than the ows in Figure 7(b).
The algorithm 2 is more aggressive than the algorithm 1 in trying to meet the performance goals. The
goal here is to achieve 0.1 Mbps for each individual
source while staying within the contract-pro le. As
can be seen from Figure 8(b), the new marking algorithm allocates more IN-pro le bandwidth to sources
observing congestion than the ones that are not experiencing congestion. As a result, these sources claim
a larger share of the congested link bandwidth, exceeding the individual targets of 0.1 Mbps. The ows

within aggregated source 1 achieve signi cantly less
bandwidth due to proportional marking. These two
experiments show that individual marking strategies
employed by customers can impact each other even
when every source stays within the contract-pro le.

4.3 Scalability

From the previous experimental results, it is clear that
the proposed marking algorithms reduce the impact of
di erences in RTTs among the ows within an aggregation and achieve better throughput with the same
reserved rate in congested links. However, this improvement in throughput is caused not by improvement of network performance nor increase of resources
but by aggressive behavior of sending more IN packets through the congested links. How well do these
algorithms and allocated bene ts scale if every source
employes the proposed algorithm?
7

To observe the scalability of these strategies, we conducted two sets of simulation experiments. In the rst
set, we used the same simulation topology as in Figure 6. In the second set, we added one best-e ort
aggregated source of ten individual sources. Each set
consists of three experiments. For both the aggregated
sources, we applied proportional marking in the rst
experiment, the algorithm 1 in the second experiment,
and the algorithm 2 in the third experiment in each
set.
The results are presented in Figure 9. In Figure 9(a), the total throughput of each experiment is
similiar to the throughputs of the others since network
resources are limited even though the proposed algorithms send more IN packets. Only di erence between
proportional marking and the proposed algorithms is
that throughput of proportional marking strategy in
the congested link is achieved by both IN and OUT
packets while throughputs of the proposed algorithms
in the congested link are achieved only by IN packets. This results in di erent performance in the experiments with best-e ort ows. In Figure 9(b), IN
packet throughput of each ow is protected even in
the presence of best-e ort ows, but the OUT packet
throughput is reduced by best-e ort ows. As a result,
the new marking algorithms achieve higher throughputs through the congested link.
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4.4 Impact on Network

Figure 10 shows the instantaneous queue length of
the router on the congested link. The graph marked
`Exp.1' shows the queue length when both the aggregated sources use proportional marking scheme,
and the graph marked `Exp.2' shows the queue length
when both the aggregated sources use Algorithm 1.
The graph marked `Combined' shows queue length
when one aggregated source uses proportional marking
and the other uses Algorithm 1. The graph, `Exp.1'
shows that queue length is maintained between 20 and
40 packets after slow-start since maximum and minimum thresholds for OUT packets are 20 and 40 packets. The queue length in Exp.2 is much higher than
in Exp.1 because most packets sent to congested link
are marked IN. Since IN packets are con gured with
the RED (min, max) thresholds of (40, 100), the packets observe longer queue lengths (and delays) at the
router. In the combined experiment, queue lengths
again approach Exp.1 after a burst of losses around 12
seconds. Since the drop thresholds are con gured differently for IN and OUT packets, the new marking algorithm resulted in larger queuing delays through the
congested path in the network. It is noted that instantaneous queue lengths may exceed the RED thresholds
since RED uses average queue lengths.
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(b) With best-e ort ows

Figure 9: Impact of marking algorithms on throughput

4.5 Impact on other ows at transient
time

In this section, we consider the situation when users
switch their packet marking schemes for achieving desired throughput and discuss the impact of marking
schemes on the individual ows at transient time. We
did a simple simulation with topology described in
Figure 6. Aggregated source 1 uses proportional marking scheme during the whole simulated period, while
aggregated source 2 switches from proportional marking to Algorithm 1 at the simulated time of 30 seconds.
Traces of congestion windows (cwnds) of two individual sources sending packets on the congested link
within each aggregated source are presented in Figure 11. During the interval from 0 to 30 seconds,
cwnds of two sources are not much di erent from each
other. During 30-42 seconds, source 2 continues increasing its window even though the congestion level
8
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Figure 10: Queue lengths of di erent marking algorithms
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on this link hasn't changed. The individual sources are
still TCP sources. Due to the higher service level of
these packets (all packets marked IN), the packets are
not dropped. During this transition (until the queue
lengths build up to a level where IN packets have to
be dropped), this source continues sending packets at
a higher rate even though the link is congested. As a
result, cwnd of source 1 is reduced to one.
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5 Discussion and Related work

Our simulation experiments show that: (a) Even
though individual TCP ows may respond to congestion, this congestion avoidance backo can be muted
by moving to next higher service level (as seen in
Fig. 11). (b) During such transitions, the congestion
may actually increase (as observed by increased queue
lengths) even when individual ows respond to congestion (Fig. 10. (c) When employed universally, these
strategies can result in a bidding war for resources
as each aggregated source shifts its resources to congested links (by moving up the service levels) and (d)
the congested links eventually settle down to serving
packets of highest service level while shutting down
service for other packets (best-e ort ows in our simulations, as seen in Fig. ??).
Pricing [19, 20] will have an important e ect on a
number of the above observations, speci cally on the
nature of moving up the service levels. It has been
suggested [21] that resources should be priced based
on the level of congestion to balance load evenly across
the network links. Network providers may employ
fair-sharing techniques [11, 13, 12, 15, 14, 16] to balance resource utilization among competing aggregated
sources at the time of congestion. In such a case, shifting resources to congested links will likely have less
impact than observed in this study.

Figure 11: Congestion windows of di erent marking
algorithms
Aggregated sources also pose interesting new questions. As observed in this study and by several others,
aggregated sources do not behave like TCP sources
even when all the constituent ows within the aggregation are TCP ows. With suggested modi cations
to TCP [10], individual TCP ows will appear less responsive to congestion. If the aggregated source readjusts its resources among the individual ows, even
when an individual ow backs o , it is likely that
another ow within the aggregation may send more
packets through the congested link. All of these issues point to the need for studying network bandwidth
management and network dynamics further.
Recent work on di -serv networks mostly dealt with
individual sources [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Adaptive marking to
achieve throughput targets for single sources is studied in [5]. Aggregation of individual trac sources
and the resulting trac distributions have been studied [17, 18]. Aggregation in the context of RSVP has
been studied in [7, 8, 9]. Our work looked at the problem of sharing available resources (IN-pro le band9

width) among the individual ows of an aggregation
to achieve speci c performance goals.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we have studied the impact of aggregated sources on the guarantees/performance provided by a di erentiated-services network. We have
shown that di erences in RTTs of individual ows
have less of an impact on the realized throughputs
of aggregated sources than on the throughputs of individual sources. We have shown that proportional
marking of packets within an aggregation can lead
to signi cant unfairness among the ows within the
aggregation. We have proposed new marking algorithms for aggregated sources that improve fairness
among the individual ows within the aggregation.
The proposed algorithms maintain state for individual ows at the boundary marker to achieve speci c
performance goals. We have presented simulation results to show the impact of the proposed algorithms
on realized throughputs, network congestion and the
scalability of the proposed approaches.
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